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D1 London Spirits blend award winning traditional distilling craft with 
contemporary art. The reversible bottles provide a clear canvas for the 
iconic ‘Floral Skull’ and the diverse cultural references of the ‘Stained 
Glass Skull’, by internationally recognised artist Jacky Tsai.

D1 London Dry Gin
A very narrow cut of the purest triple-distilled grain spirit at 96.2% ABV is 
introduced to a copper pot still then batch distilled with juniper berries and 
bespoke botanicals including coriander, orange and lemon peel, angelica 
root, cassia bark, orris, almond and liquorice.  Lastly, a kick of nettles selected 
for D1 by a master tea blender is infused and blended with the botanicals to 
create the unique 40% ABV gin of extraordinary British character.  

95 POINTS
"New gin labels proliferate. This zesty English drop has lovely aromatic 
charm. Complex floral, lemon, orange and juniper threads are intense and 
harmoniously balanced with superb freshness."
Ralph Kyte-Powell, The Age Epicure, May 2016

DOUBLE MASTERS
The Gin Masters Spirit Business Masters 2014

EXCEPTIONAL + 5 STAR RATING
Difford's Guide for Discerning Drinkers

SILVER MEDAL
San Francisco World Spirits Competition 2015

D1 London Potato Vodka
Gluten free.
The daring character and delicious, creamy smoothness of D1 Potato Vodka 
are rooted in the careful selection of the finest potatoes. Recognised by 
the world’s leading bartenders as the ultimate vodka ingredient, D1 London 
Spirits has taken the craft of potato vodka to a new level.  Starting with a long 
fermentation before three distinct distillations, during the second of these, the 
vapours are elevated 8 times through a series of 3 column stills. As it ascends, 
the potato spirit passes over 1,200 purification plates, each raising the liquid 
a little bit closer to vodka perfection.  In the third and last distillation process 
they use a copper pot batch distillation that adds the final touch of smooth 
and distinguished D1 character.  This meticulous process is controlled with 
such accuracy that, after blending with water, the spirit drawn from the still can 
be bottled without filtration.  The potato distillate originates from Poland with 
copper pot distillation in England; blended and bottled in Lancashire, using 
local water.  

DOUBLE GOLD MEDAL
San Francisco World Spirits Competition 2016

GOLD MEDAL
The Vodka Masters/Spirit Business Masters 2015


